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Let M be either the field of rationals Q or a quadratic imaginary number field.
We denote by N an abelian number field extension of M, which is supposed to
be real if M=Q. We put 1=Gal(NM) and let UN be the unit lattice of N.
We describe an algorithm that first computes the associated order ANM=
[* # Q[1](# # 1 #) | *(UN)UN] of UN and then answers the question of whether
or not UN is a free, rank one module over ANM . If the answer is positive a gener-
ator also is computed. In particular, we can computationally decide whether a
Minkowski unit exists.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The topic of this paper is the investigation of the local and global Galois
structure of global unit groups in real abelian number fields, or in abelian
extensions of quadratic imaginary fields. Very little is known in this con-
text, even in terms of explicit examples. We therefore introduce an algo-
rithm that allows one to compute local and global information on the
Galois structure of those unit groups. In particular this includes a (com-
putational) answer to the old question of whether there exists a Minkowski
unit which together with its conjugates generates the group of units
modulo torsion.
Let M be either the field of the rationals Q or a quadratic imaginary
number field. We let N denote an abelian extension of M which in the case
M=Q we suppose to be real. In addition we put 1=Gal(NM). We are
interested in the Z[1]-structure of the unit lattice UN , this being the group
of units EN of N modulo the torsion subgroup +N .
We let T1 denote the trace element # # 1 #. Then the Z-order
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to provide UN z Q with the structure of a Q[1](T1)-module. For
brevity we sometimes write A1 for the semi-simple Q-algebra Q[1](T1).
Until very recently results in this context were only concerned with the
existence or otherwise of Minkowski units for UN . In 1992 Fro hlich [11]
produced, in the case M=Q, two infinite classes of genus field extensions
where the unit lattice UN is locally free over an explicitly described Z-order
in A1 , the so-called associated order. Moreover, he explicitly determined
the class of UN in the locally free class group of this order.
The local results of Fro hlich have then been extended by Burns [4] to
the case of a quadratic imaginary base field M. For more details in this
direction the reader should also consult [5] and [10].
As already mentioned, the notion of the associated order plays a crucial
role in all of the above results and it is this concept on which we shall con-
centrate in this note.
Definition 1.1. The associated order ANM of the unit lattice UN is
defined as
ANM=[* # A1 | *(UN)UN].
(As usual we identify UN with UN Z ZUN Z Q.)
Guided by the famous result of Leopoldt [15] on the Galois structure
of rings of integers in abelian extensions of Q we set ourselves the following
three tasks:
(1) Explicit construction of ANM
(2) Determination of the structure of UN as an ANM -module, in
particular: Is UN locally (globally) free over ANM ?
(3) Construction of a Galois generating element = such that
UN=ANM =, provided that UN is globally free over ANM .
In an additive situation an algorithm for the computation of associated
orders was already introduced in [1], where it was used to calculate a
counterexample to a conjecture of Burns (see [3]). This algorithm can
easily be adapted to our multiplicative setting, but for reasons of complete-
ness we include a short description of it in the first part of Section 2.
In the second part of Section 2 we present a method that completely
solves the Problems 2 and 3. We first use a result of Fro hlich based on the
theory of the module defect [9, Theorem 4] to obtain a criterion to deter-
mine whether or not UN is locally free as an ANM -module. This criterion
is of purely computational nature (see Lemma 2.7). We then reduce the
analogous global problem to the question of whether some explicitly
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known ideals in certain character fields are principal, having generators
satisfying an additional condition (see Theorem 2.8).
Note that most of the algorithms that will be introduced in Section 2 can
be adapted in an obvious way to deal with additive problems, where we
want to study the OM[1]-structure of certain full 1-lattices XN (e.g.,
X=ON or X is an ambiguous ideal of N) for abelian number field exten-
sions NM.
In Section 3 we illustrate our results with some numerical examples.
Based on Kubota’s paper [14] we completely solve the problems 1, 2, and
3 for real biquadratic number fields. Here it is remarkable that UN is not
always locally free over its associated order. While this can easily be done
by hand, we used the number theory package Kant [19] to compute some
examples for bicubic real number fields N. Of particular interest are fields
N with exactly two ramified primes p1 , p2 , each being split in its inertia
field. These extensions are not covered by the results of Fro hlich [11]. In
all but one of the computed examples UN is not locally free over its
associated order.
2. AN ALGORITHM
Let M be either the field of rationals Q or a quadratic imaginary number
field. Let N be a finite abelian Galois extension of M which in the case
of M=Q we suppose to be real. We write 1=Gal(NM) and put
n=[N : M].
In the first part of this section we briefly sketch an algorithm for the
computation of the associated order ANM of UN . This method is explained
in detail in [1, Section 4], but only in the additive case.
In the second part we develop a procedure that allows us to solve tasks
2 and 3 simultaneously.
2.1. Computation of the Associated Order
The unit rank of N is given by r=n&1. Let =1 , ..., =r denote fundamental
units; this means a system of independent units that generates the lattice
UN over the rational integers. We also suppose that the representation of
1 induced by this choice of fundamental units is explicitly known. For # # 1
we denote by A(#) the corresponding representation matrices:
=1 =1
# \ b +=A(#) \ b + , A(#) # Glr (Z) (1)=r =r
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Here we use the more convenient additive notation and for the rest of
the paper we will stick to this convention.
We will simply view this data as input data for our algorithm; the actual
computation of =1 , ..., =r and the matrices A(#) for # # 1 is of course a very
hard problem for its own (see for example [18] or [6]).
It is known (see e.g. [16, Chap. 3, Theorem 3.9)] that there exists a unit
% such that the map A1  UN Z Q defined by * [ *% is a Q[1]-
isomorphism. First of all we have to find an element % of this kind, a
so-called weak Minkowski unit.
Here we use a multiplicative version of a method of Girstmair [12].
Let us first introduce some more notation. The simple Wedderburn
components of the Q-algebra A1 are parametrized by the set D(1 ) of non-
trivial, Q-irreducible characters of 1. For each \ # D(1 ) we denote by D(\)
the set of absolutely irreducible characters / such that \=/ # D(\) /. For
any \ # D(1) let e\ = (1|1 | ) # # 1 \(#) #&1 be the corresponding idempo-
tent. Girstmair’s approach is based on the following observation: % # UN is
a weak Minkowski unit if and only if e\(%){0 for all \ # D(1 ).
Since =1 , ..., =r form a Q-basis of UN Z Q and A1 &UN Z Q, we find
for each \ # D(1 ) an index i\ # [1, ..., r] such that e\(=i\){0. Now we put
% :=n :
\ # D(1 )
e\(=i\),
and indeed % # UN and e\(%)=ne\(=i\){0 for all \ # D(1 ).
We now consider the following Z[1]-lattice
A%=[* # A1 | *(%) # UN].
Everything that follows is based on the next lemma, which, in a local and
additive version, is due to Ferton [7].
Lemma 2.1. (a) The following equalities hold:
(i) UN=A% %.
(ii) ANM=[* # A1 | *A% A%].
(b) UN is a free, rank one ANM -module if and only if there exists
* # A% such that A%=ANM *.
Proof. (i) is obvious and (ii) follows from the equivalences
*(UN)UN  *A%%A% %  *A% A% ,
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the second one being true since % is a weak Minkowski unit. Suppose now
that UN=ANM =, = # UN , and take * # A% such that ==*(%). Then:
UN=ANM=  A%%=ANM*(%)  A%=ANM*.
This establishes the last statement of the lemma. K
For the actual computation of A% we determine elements *i # A% such
that *i (%)==i , i=1, ..., r. Then the set [*1 , ..., *r] forms a Z-basis of A% .
We now apply part (ii) of Lemma 2.1 in order to construct the
associated order ANM . We denote by
( } , } ) : A1_A1  Q
the symmetric, non-degenerate pairing induced by the trace map
trA1Q : A1  Q, where trA1Q(*), * # A1 , is the trace of the Q-linear
endomorphism of A1 induced by multiplication with *. For any A1-
module Y in A1 we identify the Z-linear dual Y*=Hom(Y, Z) with
[* # A1 | (*, Y) Z].
Next we calculate the dual basis *1* , ..., *r*, of A%=(*1 , ..., *r) Z and
compute the lattice A%A%* given by the r2 generators *i *j*, 1i, jr.
Lemma 2.2. A% A%*=A*NM .
Proof. See [1, Lemma 4.2.]. K
Remark. The above construction of ANM also works in the non-abelian
case except for the algorithm for the computation of the weak Minkowski
unit %. But as experiments show, ‘‘almost every’’ % # UN is a weak
Minkowski unit. This is plausible since % is a weak Minkowski unit if and
only if det(log |%_{| )_, { # 1"[1] {0, a condition that one expects to hold for
a generic %.
2.2. The Structure of UN as an ANM-Module
Let NA1Q denote the norm of the Q-algebra A1 over the rationals. For
any Dedekind domain R and any two R-lattices X and Y spanning the
same Quot(R)-vector space we denote by [X : Y]R the usual module index
(see e.g. [8, II.4]).
The following lemma is more or less a reformulation of Lemma 2.1,
part b.
Lemma 2.3. The following assertions are equivalent:
(i) UN is a free, rank one lattice over ANM .
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(ii) There exists an invertible element * # A1 such that *&1 # A% and
NA1Q(*)=[A% : ANM] Z .
If (ii) holds then A%=ANM *&1 and UN=ANM *&1(%).
Proof. Suppose that (ii) holds. Let *1 , ..., *r (resp. +1 , ..., +r) be a
Z-basis of A% (resp. ANM). Let S # Zr_r be the matrix such that
+1 *1
\ b +=S \ b + .+r *r
Then [A% : ANM] Z =det(S). Since *&1 # A% the matrix T such that
+1 *1
*&1 \ b +=T \ b ++r *r
has integer coefficients. By the definition of the norm we get NA1Q(*
&1)=
det(TS&1)=det(T)[A% : ANM]&1Z , which implies det(T )=\1. Therefore
T # Glr(Z) and ANM*&1=A% . This proves ‘‘(ii) O (i)’’ and the converse is
completely analogous. K
For any character  of 1 we denote by Q() the field extension
generated over Q by the values of . For every Q-irreducible character
\ # D(1 ) we fix an absolutely irreducible character /\ # D(\) and let 8
denote the Q-algebra isomorphism
8 : A1  
\ # D(1 )
Q\ ,
induced by # [ (/\(#))\ # D(1 ) , # # 1, where Q\ denotes the character field
Q(/\). (The fields Q\ do not depend on the choice of /\ # D(\).) Further-
more we denote by 8\=A1  Q\ , \ # D(1 ), the canonical projections.
We write M1 for the unique maximal Z-order in A1 . As a maximal order
M1 decomposes according to the primitive Q-rational idempotents,
M1= 
\ # D(1 )
M1e\ , (2)
where each component M1e\ , \ # D(1 ), identifies via 8 with the ring of
integers Z\ in Q\ . This immediately implies the following lemma.
Lemma 2.4. (i) For each \ # D(1 ) a Z-basis of M1e\ is given by
# j\e\ , j=0, ..., [Q\ : Q]&1,
with #\ # 1 such that Q\=Q(/\(#\)).
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(ii) For any Z-order 4 with A1 4M1 and any \ # D(1 ) we have
M1e\=4e\ .
For each \ # D(1 ) we now define
I\=[A%e\ : ANMe\]Z\ . (3)
For an A1-module X we denote by XM1 the M1-module in XZ Q
generated by X over M1 . Then the following product formula holds (see
e.g. [8, II.4]):
‘
\ # D(1 )
NQ\Q(I\)=[A%M1 : M1]Z . (4)
We first investigate the M1-module structure of UNM1 . As a result of the
general structure theory for modules over Dedekind domains (see [8,
Theorem 13]) we get
Lemma 2.5. The following are equivalent:
(i) A%M1 is a free, rank one M1-module.
(ii) UNM1 is a free, rank one M1-module.
(iii) I\=[A% e\ : ANM e\] Z\ is principal for all \ # D(1 ).
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows immediately from
A%%=UN . In order to prove ‘‘(i)  (iii)’’ just observe that the index in (iii)
is equal to [A%M1e\ : M1e\] Z\ by Lemma 2.4. But this is a representative
of the inverse Steinitz class of A% M1e\ in the ideal class group of Z\ . K
Remark 2.6. The ideals I\ are generated over Z by the elements
8\(*ke\), k=1, ..., r, and can therefore easily be computed. Hence the
problem of global freeness of A%M1 over M1 comes down to several prin-
cipal ideal tests, one for each Q-irreducible character \ # D(1 ).
The next lemma, which is an application of Theorem 4 in [9], gives a
completely computational criterion whether or not UN is locally free over
its associated order ANM .
Lemma 2.7. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) UN is a locally free ANM-module.
(ii) A% is a locally free ANM-module.
(iii) [A%M1 : M1] Z =[A% : ANM] Z .
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Proof. As before ‘‘(i)  (ii)’’ is obvious. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii)
follows from [9, Theorem 4]. K
Finally, by combining Lemmata 2.3, 2.5, and 2.7 we obtain information
on the global structure of UN .
Theorem 2.8. Let M be either the field of rationals or a quadratic
imaginary number field. Let N denote a finite abelian extension of M which
in the case M=Q we suppose to be real. Suppose that UN is a locally free
ANM -module. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) UN is a free, rank one ANM-module.
(b) A% is a free, rank one ANM-module.
(c) For each \ # D(1 ) the Z\-ideal I\ is principal, generated by an
element ;\ # Z\ such that
*&1 :=8&1((;&1\ )\ # D(1 )) # A% .
If (c) holds then A%=ANM*&1 and UN=ANM } *&1(%).
Proof. ‘‘(a)  (b)’’ is clear. We have to show the equivalence of (b) and
(c). Suppose first that (b) holds. Lemma 2.3 implies that there exists * # A*1
satisfying
NA1Q(*)=[A% : ANM] Z , *
&1 # A% and ANM*&1=A% .
If we set ;\=8\(*e\), then (c) is obviously satisfied. For the converse we
define * :=8&1((;\)\ # D(1 )). Then
NA1Q(*)= ‘




[A%M1 : M1] Z
=
(2.7)
[A% : ANM] Z .
Now use Lemma 2.3 to finish the proof. K
Of course, Theorem 2.8 does not yet provide a finite algorithm to decide
whether or not UN is globally free over ANM , since a priori, if the unit rank
of one of the character fields Q\ is non-trivial, there are infinitely many
possible generators ;\ for the ideals I\ . More explicitly, we now suppose
that by solving the principal ideal problems for each \ # D(1) we have
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computed elements :\ # Z\ such that I\=(:\). Then we would have to
check the condition
8&1((:&1\ &\)\ # D(1 )) # A%
for all units &\ # Z*\ . The following lemma reduces this problem to a finite
enumeration. For this purpose let L\ , \ # D(1 ), denote a set of repre-
sentatives of the image of Z*\  (Z\ |1 | )*.
Lemma 2.9. Suppose that there exists for each \ # D(1 ) an element
;\ # Z\ such that Ip=(;\) and 8&1((;&1\ )\ # D(1 )) # A% . Then there exists
&\ # L\ for every \ # D(1 ) such that 8&1((:&1\ &\)\ # D(1 )) # A% .
Proof. Write ;\=:\=\ with an unit =\ # Z\ . For every \ # D(1) the
group ring element |1 | e\ is contained in ANM . Since A% is a left ANM-ideal
we get
|1 | e\8&1((:&1\ =
&1
\ )\ # D(1))=8
&1(0, ..., 0, |1 |:&1\ =
&1
\ , 0, ..., 0) # A% .
Therefore 8&1((1+|1 |Z\) :&1\ =
&1
\ )\ # D(1))A% , which immediately implies
the lemma. K
We now briefly sketch the single steps of the algorithm:
Step 1. Calculate ANM and A% as described in Section 2.1.
Step 2. Determine for each \ # D(1) the index Ip=[A%e\ :ANMe\] Z\ .
If >\ # D(1) NQ\Q(I\){[A% : ANM]Z , then UN is not locally free over ANM .
Step 3. For each \ # D(1 ) solve the principal ideal problem for I\ . If
any of the ideals I\ is not principal, then UNM1 is not free over M1 .
Otherwise we assume that we know generators :\ of I\ .
Step 4. For each \ # D(1 ) compute the finite set L\ .
Step 5. For all tuples (;\)\ # D(1 )=(:\&\)\ # D(1) with &\ # L\ check if
8&1((;&1\ )\ # D(1 )) # A% .
It should not be hidden that the number of tests in Step 5 is usually
enormous as soon as some of the character fields Q\ have non-trivial unit
rank. We therefore conclude this section with the description of an elemen-
tary method that allows us to reduce this amount of computation.
Let n\ denote the order of /\ and let ‘n\ be a primitive n\ th root of unity.




b\, j ‘ jn\ , \ # D(1),
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where . denotes the Euler function. Then *&1=8&1((;&1\ )\ # D(1)) is
explicitly given by
*&1= :
\ # D(1 ) \ :
.(n\)&1
j=0
b\, j # j\+ e\ .
Without loss of generality we may assume that M1 A% (if not, replace
% with |1 | %) Let e=(# j\e\)\ # D(1 ), j=0, ..., .(n\)&1 be the row vector whose
components are a Z-basis of M1 . Let *$1 , ..., *$r be a Z-basis of A% and put
*$=(*$1 , ..., *$r). Let A be the rational r_r matrix such that eA=*$ and
choose d # Z such that dA has integral coefficients. We now compute the
Hermite normal form H of dA, i.e., we calculate U # Glr(Z) such that
H=dAU is a lower triangular matrix. Then we have e=*$U dH&1, which
means that if we change our original basis *$1 , ..., *$r to (*$1 , ..., *$r) U=:
(*1 , ..., *r), then
e=(*1 , ..., *r)S, S # Zr_r,
where S=dH&1 has lower triangular form. Consider now the test in Step 5.
The following equivalences hold:
:




b\, j # j\e\ # A%
 e } bt # A% with b=(b\, j)\ # D(1), j=0, ..., .(n\)&1
 (*1 , ..., *r) S } b # A%
 S } b # Zr. (5)
We may therefore replace Step 5 with
Step 5$. Try to find a solution of S } b # Zr where b =
(b\, j)\ # D(1 ), j=0, ..., .(n\)&1 is derived from the set of all tuples (;\)\ # D(1 )=
(:\&\)\ # D(1) with &\ # L\ .
Since S is in lower triangular form this can be done successively, and
therefore the amount of computation is drastically reduced.
Note also that (5) is in fact a system of congruences. We have therefore
reduced the problem of whether or not UN is globally free over its
associated order ANM to the question of whether or not a system of
congruences has a solution in an explicitly known set.
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3. EXAMPLES
In this final section we illustrate our results with some numerical exam-
ples. We first consider the simplest non-cyclic case, namely biquadratic real
number fields N. In [14], Kubota expressed the fundamental units of N in
terms of the fundamental units =1 , =2 , =3 of the real quadratic subfields
which we will denote by K1 , K2 and K3 .
A system of fundamental units ’1 , ’2 , ’3 for N is given by one of the
following possibilities:
(i) =1 , =2 , =3 ; (ii) - =1, =2 , =3 ;
(iii) - =1 , - =2 , =3 ; (iv) - =1 =2 , =2 , =3 ;
(v) - =1=2 , - =3 , =2 ; (vi) - =1 =2, - =1=3, - =2 =3;
(vii) - =1=2=3, =2 , =3 .
In addition, each of the above possibilities occurs infinitely often.
In order to present the complete result we have to introduce some more
notation
Gal(NK1)=({) , Gal(NK2)=(_) , Gal(NK3)=(_{) ,
e0= 14 (1+_+{+_{), e1=
1
4 (1&_+{&_{),
e2= 14 (1+_&{&_{), e3=
1
4 (1&_&{+_{),
e~ i=image of ei in A1 for i=1, 2, 3.
In all but the case (vi) the unit lattice UN is free over its associated order.
In the following table we list ANQ and a generating unit =. It is also of
interest to compare our results to the list in [2, p. 184].
ANQ =
(i) M1 =1=2 =3
(ii) M1 - =1 =2=3
(iii) M1 - =1 - =2=3
(iv) A1 [e~ 1+e~ 2] - =1=2 =3
(v) A1 [e~ 1+e~ 2] - =1=2 =3
(vi) A1 not locally free
(vii) A1 - =1=2 =3
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All computations are straightforward and can easily be performed by
hand. We therefore just sketch what happens in case (vi).
The representation matrices A(#) are given by
0 1 &1 0 &1 1 &1 0 0
A(_)=\1 0 &1+ , A({)=\0 &1 0+ , A(_{)=\&1 0 1+ .0 0 &1 1 &1 0 &1 1 0
We put %=’1’2 ’3 (or %=’1+’2+’3 in the more convenient additive
notation) and it is easily verified that
e~ 1(%)=’1&’2+’3 , e~ 2(%)=’1+’2&’3 , e~ 3(%)=&’1+’2+’3 .
It follows that
A%=( 12 (e~ 1+e~ 2),
1
2 (e~ 2+e~ 3),
1
2 (e~ 1+e~ 3))Z ,
A%*=(e~ 1+e~ 2&e~ 3 , &e~ 1+e~ 2+e~ 3 , e~ 1&e~ 2+e~ 3)Z ,
and
A%A%*=( 12 (e~ 1+e~ 2),
1
2 (e~ 2+e~ 3), e~ 3)Z .
Dualizing again yields
ANQ =(2e~ 1 , &2e~ 1+2e~ 2 , e~ 1&e~ 2+e~ 3)Z
=(1, 2e~ 1 , 2e~ 2)Z =A1 .
From this data we calculate
[A% : ANM] Z=16,
[A%e~ 1 : ANMe~ 1]Z=[A% e~ 2 : ANM e~ 2] Z =[A% e~ 3 : ANMe~ 3] Z=2
and this in turn implies that UN is not locally free over the associated order
by Lemma 2.7.
Our next examples, although still very small, are much more complex
and certainly require the use of a computer. We implemented the algorithm
using the number theory package Kant which provides general routines for
computations in algebraic number fields such as computing the ring of
integers or fundamental units, or solving principal ideal problems.
Let N be a real bicubic abelian number field and let K1 , K2 , K3 , K4 be
the cubic subfields. We restrict ourselves to the case where exactly two
rational primes p1 , p2 are ramified in NQ. Note that these extensions are
partly covered by the results of Fro hlich [11]. Without loss of generality
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(see [17, Corollary 1]) we may assume that the conductor fi of Ki is equal
to pi (resp. p2i if pi=3) for i=1, 2. In order to fix our notation we put
({) =Gal(NK1) and (_) =Gal(NK2). For each of the fields Ki , i=1, 2,
3, 4, let ?i denote a primitive element for Ki Q and we write gi # Z[x] for
the minimal polynomials. A primitive element for NQ is given by
?=?1+?2 . Note that the action of 1=Gal(NQ) on the field basis
1, ?, ..., ?8 can easily be determined, since by computing ‘‘good’’ real
approximations of the roots of g1 (resp. g2) we explicitly know the action
of 1 on ?1 (resp. ?2). Using Kant we then compute a basis |1 , ..., |9 of the
ring of integers ON , which will be given by a transformation matrix
T # Gl9(Q) such that |=T } ?, where we put |=(|1 , ..., |9)t and
?=(1, ?, ..., ?8)t. (Note that ON can easily be computed from OK1 and OK2
since they have coprime discriminants.)
The next step is to compute a system of fundamental units. We put
V=UK1 UK2UK3 UK4 and by a result of Parry [17] we know that the index
Q*=[UN : V] Z is a divisor of 27. We therefore first compute fundamental
units for each of the cubic subfields (this can be done with Kant or even
using the tables of Gras [13]) and then use a Kant function that, starting
from V and provided with the bound 27, computes a system of fundamen-
tal units =1 , ..., =8 of UN . These units will then be given in the form
==S } |=ST } ?, ==(=1 , ..., =8)t (6)
with a matrix S # Z8_9.
Although we do not need it for the further computations the class num-
ber hN of N is also of interest. It is given by the formula [17, Prop. 7]
35hN=Q*hK1 hK2 hK3 hK4 .
Now we consider the problem of computing the representation matrices
A(#), # # 1. Let R=(log |={j | ){ # 1 "[1], j=1, ..., 8 be the regulator matrix. Since
real approximations to ? and its conjugates can easily be computed to a
high accuracy, we obtain by (6) good real approximations of the ={j . The
solution of
x1
R \ b +=(log |=#{i | ){ # 1"[1]x8




j and therefore give the i th row
in A(#).
The Wedderburn decomposition of A1 is given by the isomorphism
8 : A1  Q(‘3)Q(‘3)Q(‘3)Q(‘3).
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Since the ring of integers in Q(‘3) is a Euclidian domain Step 3 of the algo-
rithm is a trivial task and the sets L\ just consist of the sixth roots of unity.
Therefore the number of tests in Step 5 is at most 64.
Extensions which are not yet covered by theory are certainly of par-
ticular interest. We therefore ran our algorithm for pairs ( f1 , f2) such that
both primes p1 and p2 are split in their inertia fields. The smallest examples
(with f1 f2<4000) are
( f1 , f2)=(9, 73), (9, 271), (9, 307), (7, 181), (7, 223), (7, 337),
(7, 421), (7, 463), (13, 103), (13, 229), (19, 151), (37, 103).
As input polynomials g1 , g2 we used the polynomials given in Table 1
of [13].
In the above examples two different associated orders occurred. We put:
A1=(A1 , e~ (_)+2{e~ ( _) , e~ ({)+2_e~ ({))Z ,
A2=(A1 , e~ ({) +2_e~ ({))Z ,
where e~ 2=1|2| $ # 2 $ mod(T1) for any subgroup 2 of 1.
The results of the computation are summarized in the following table:
f1 f2 Q* hN ANM
9 73 9 3 A1 not locally free
9 271 27 9 A2 globally free
9 307 9 21 A1 not locally free
7 181 9 12 A1 not locally free
7 223 9 3 A1 not locally free
7 337 9 3 A1 not locally free
7 421 9 3 A1 not locally free
7 463 9 3 A1 not locally free
13 103 9 3 A1 not locally free
13 229 9 12 A1 not locally free
19 151 9 3 A1 not locally free
37 103 9 3 A1 not locally free
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